
Basic R Commands and editing Rcmdr commands

Type Commands Here

view output here

highlight commands 
with the cursor, 
then click submit



hist()

auto: figures out how many bins to 
use using the “Sturges” algorithm



hist()

number: specify number of equally 
sized bins



hist()
You can edit commands in 
the Script Window directly.
For example, you can set 
``breaks’’ to arbitrary 
values to make funny 
shaped histograms. 
Though this is not usually 
recommended



boxplot()

plot deaths by 
state



boxplot()

sometimes you can’t plot by 
group if R Commander 
thinks there are no factors 
(nominal data columns)



boxplot()

plot this by this group

You can get around this if 
you directly tell R which 
groups to plot by



boxplot()

plot this by this group



Useful commands

• sorting

• sort(X)

• sort(X, decreasing=TRUE)

• order(X)

• order(X, decreasing=TRUE)

• mean, median, standard deviation, mode

• mean(X)

• median(X)

• sd(X)

• head(sort(table(X), decreasing=TRUE))



Sorting
sort() sorts a variable’s 
data points
order() returns the 
positions of the sorted 
data points



Sorting

dataset[ROWS, COLUMNS]

{
{

Now all the columns in 
lowbwt are displayed 
sorted by sbp. Notice that 
when no columns are 
specified, they are all 
selected.



mean, median, sd, mode

mean(lowbwt$sbp) is stored in m

sd(lowbwt$sbp) is stored in s

some math



mean, median, sd, mode

to find the mode... 
table(X) counts how many times each value appears
sort(X, decreasing=TRUE) sorts the output of table
head(X) prints the first 6 elements of whatever X is



Subsetting data

• dataset[Rows]

• which(TEST)

• length(X)



dataset[Rows]

display the 2nd element of x

make a sequence of numbers from 0 to 
10 in steps of 0.5

display the 4th and 7th element of x

test if each element of x is 
less than 3

test if each element of x is 
more than 1.5

display all elements of x greater than 1.5 
and less than 8

display all elements of x greater than 1.5 or 
less than 8 or both



which(TEST)
which(), like order() 
returns the positions 
of data points that 

match a test

test: which lowbwt$sbp is the 
max lowbwt$sbp?
output: the 16th data point

display the 16th data point 
(16th row, all columns)



length()

Use length() or dim() to count

51 rows, 2 columns

51 elements

rows where resident < 35, all columns

Try it yourself! Use length() to 
find the number of states 
where resident has a value of 
less than 35.



More help
• To get help with any command...

• ?command

• help(command)


